
Review.

Respond.

Collaborate.

Create.

Modernize Multitasking.
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MODERNIZE MULTITASKING

E-Reader: read, review, or annotate documents2 quickly without distractions  
on the secondary e-ink display

Powerful Processor: compare and edit complex spreadsheets, documents,  
and designs across multiple tabs, enabled by powerful 10th Gen Intel® processors

Standard SSD: run heavy applications without lag and jitters; up to 512GB PCIe  
SSD offers an instantaneous response that is up to 18x faster than HDD3

Full Function USB Type-C: extend your PC’s screen using its full function USB Type-C port  
that also enables data transfer and device charging

Smart Power Button on Side Wall: connect instantly by logging in with your fingerprint  
and unlocking the device in just one step—like a smartphone

Modern Standby: resumes in less than 0.5 sec and allows instant email updates  
after resuming 

REVIEW & ANNOTATE EASIER.

RESPOND FASTER.

Quick Notes and Easy Sketches: pen down ideas, doodle, sketch, or draw on the 
cover screen with a digital pen, so your amazing ideas don’t go unnoticed

Ultraslim, Metal Body: a lightweight aluminum body that starts at 1.40kg/3.08lbs. 
thin to tap into creativity whenever and wherever inspiration strikes

Panel Performance: narrow-bezel (L/R), Full-HD, IPS main display,  
and battery-efficient, easy to read e-ink display, Coning Gorilla Glass

Elegant, Purposeful Design: ergonomic, full-size keyboard for comfortable typing 
and large touchpad for convenient navigation and Windows 10 gestures 

Personalization: make your laptop look distinct with a screensaver on the e-ink 
display on the laptop cover
 
Discrete Trusted Platform Module (dTPM) 2.0: ensures your ideas remain  
yours with Windows 10 security features and data encryption

CREATE SMARTER.

Smart Info: take quick notes during meetings, limit distracting notifications, and 
keep track of the important ones—all on the 10.8-inch e-ink display on the A-cover 
 
Skype for Business1 Hot Keys: instant connectivity with one key to answer  
and one to hang up; eliminates searching for on-screen buttons

Immersive Audio and Video: effective VoIP calls with HARMAN-branded  
speakers for impeccable sound clarity, and Full-HD IPS panel with  
Dolby® Vision™ for vibrant visuals, 
Skype-certified Mics: ensures crystal clear conversations during  
Skype for Business calls 

WiFi 6: the latest Intel® WiFi technology enables seamless and latency-free 
conferencing anytime, anywhere

COLLABORATE BETTER.

1Requires Skype for Business account, not pre-installed
2PDF documents only
3Under standard laboratory test environment. 
4Optional www.lenovo.comUp to 10th Gen Intel® Core™ i7 processor



THINKBOOK BLUETOOTH SILENT MOUSE 
PN: 4Y50X888XX, AVAILABILITY – APRIL 2020

This tiny accessory will be the sidekick your PC deserves.  
Modern, low profile, ambidextrous design with silent buttons 
makes it a premium peripheral you won’t want to let go of.  
Get more precision and control with dual-host Bluetooth 
connectivity (with Microsoft SwiftPair) and 2-way scroll  
with on-the-fly DPI adjustment to up to 2400. Equipped  
with a blue optical sensor with track on glass compatibility, 
the mouse works on any glossy surface.

THINKPAD USB-C DOCK GEN 21

PN: 40AS0090XX

1ThinkPad USB-C Gen 2 Dock doesn’t support ThinkBook Plus power charging. Additional power adapter required.

RECOMMENDED ACCESSORIES

MODERNIZE MULTITASKING

THINKBOOK PLUS 13.3-INCH SLEEVE (Included) 
AVAILABILITY – MAY 2020 

Keep your ThinkBook Plus safe and snug. Its soft-touch 
microfiber interior with foam padding protects the e-ink 
display and has an easy-open magnetic overlay closure, 
making this a perfect accessory for the ThinkBook Plus.
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Connect your ThinkBook Plus to multiple devices and engage 
in seamless multitasking with this versatile dock. Review 
documents or analyze data on bigger screens by connecting 
it to single UHD display at 30Hz or dual Full-HD displays. 
Experience lightning-fast data transfer speeds of up to 10Gbps 
will via a single cable USB Type-C port that also enables power 
and video delivery. The dock also offers you more control over 
your ThinkBook Plus with features like Wake-on-LAN from sleep 
mode, PXE boot, and MAC address pass-through.


